A simple non.equilibrium thermodynamics is developed and a partic ular example is studied. The th eory is formulated to des cribe a vi scoelastic fluid, capable of finite deformation, which need not be locally in or near a state of thermodynamic equilibrium . This fluid may support shear stresses only when away from local thermod ynamic equilibrium _ A notion of time-temperature superposition is contained in the formulation of the constitutive eq uations. Conservation of energy is obeyed and the second law of thermudynamics is satisfied as a consequence of simple requirements on the constitutive relations. In an adiabatic isoc horic motion the temperature in c reases when work is done on the material and dec reases when th e material d oes work. For give n volume and temperature, e ntropy d ecr ea ses wh e n th e mate rial is deform ed from e qu il ibrium . It is s hown in what general way viscos it y de pe nd s upon te mp e rature . For infinites imal s train, the special form of the stress-s train relations are derived in ord er to de te rmin e how t.e mpe rature and t im e -t e mpe rature s upe rpos ition e nte r in thi s case.
Introduction
In 1963 we es tabL s hed that a fluid th eory giv es the correct stress relaxation response for a large variety of materials, som e of which, suc h as vulcan ized butyl rubber, are usually treated as solids [1) . 1 We started the n to investigate whether or not it would be fruitful to regard all matter as fluid_ Subsequent experim ental work [2] has indi cated not only that the fluid point of vi ew can be productive in a practical se nse, but that the incompressi ble elastic fluid theory of our 1963 article is also very promising. It is thus a natural step, at thi s junct ure, to e ndeavor to exte nd our theoretical unde rstanding by attempting to create a thermodynami c theory, while deliberately adhering to the fluid poin t of view and bearing in mind that the incompressible elas tic fluid should represent an isothermal limit. W e beL eve that the fluid notion is the key to a simple thermodynamics just as it was the key to the simple isothermal mechanical theory.
We cannot reconcile the notion of a fluid with the notion of equilibrium with shear stresses present. Consequently from this viewpoint, e ven materials usually considered to be solid, such as vulcanized rubber, cannot be considered in equilibrium while supporting shear. If we are to describe shear, we are therefore left with no alternative other than to write a non-equilibrium thermodynamics.
We offer a caveat. Because the non-equilibrium concept is essential to make the fluid point of view hold toge ther, the reader who reflects on solidlike behavior of our fluid must not forget that we have given up thinking of a sheared state in te rm s of classical equilibrium thermodynami cs. Othe rwise he will arriv e at paradoxes. 103 Th e proble m of how to gene raLze equilibrium th e rmodynamics to include non -equilibrium relations is resolved by adjoinin g to th e us ual state variables a quantity which has dimensions of specific entropy and which de pe nds upon the past history of the materiaJ.2 This quantity is the seat of irre versibility. With it we generate a statement of th e second law which is meaningful for non-equilibrium. With it we also arrive at a th ermodynami c co mpressible fluid th eory whi c h allows solidlike be havior , and which is consis te nt with th e incompressible elastic fluid th eory ci ted above.
The basic d e finition s, assumptions, a nd e quation s whic h co ns titute the thermodynami c theory of perfect elastic fluids are given in sec tion 2. Ce ntral to the understanding of these is the idea of local the rm odynami c equilibrium or non-eq uilibrium and the relations which hold in each case. S ection 3 is de voted to the manner in which th e notion of time-te mperature superposition enters the theory. It is suggested that the reader who is anxious to ge t on to the question s of energy conservation and di ssipation may skip or skim through section 3 in his first reading. In section 4 we write down the form which the equation of co ns ervation of energy takes in the context of a perfec t elastic fluid. Our statement of fading me mory, toge th er with nonnegative heat conductivity, is shown to imply consistency with the second law of thermodyna mi cs in section 5. Also for given specific volum e and te mp erature, the entropy will be less in local non-equilibrium than in local equilibrium . In section 6 we show that positive heat capacity at co nstant deformation implies that temperat ure is rising when work is being done on th e material and falling whe n work is being done by the material isoc horically and adiabatically. Upper bounds are obtained on the amount of work available by allowing a material to recover either adiabatically or isothermally. In section 7 we derive a relation be tween temperature and viscosity which has been observed experimentally. And in the final section, section 8, we obtain the stress-strain relations for infinitesimal strain.
The Caloric Equation of State
In the theory of invis cid gases, th e caloric equation of state relates specific internal energy E to specific volume v and specific e ntropy s through an expression of the form
A stipulation of the form of the function f suffices to characterize the gas. The functions relating local pressure p and local absolute temperature T to specific volume and specific entropy are given by
so that one has the familiar relation
Although a given volume of gas need not always be in equilibrium because quantities such as temperature or pressure vary from point to point, yet at each point local thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed always to hold in the sense that (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) hold pointwise. When we turn to viscoelastic behavior, we take the point of view that such behavior cannot be explained by local thermodynamic equilibrium, and that a fluid in thermodynamic equilibrium cannot support shear stress. Thus we set ourselves the task of creating a theory which deals with fluids which are nor in local thermodynamic equilibrium. We do this with caution, using equilibrium thermodynamic theory (theory of gases) as a basic guide, and departing conceptually from this theory in as little measure as we feel will allow us to explain observed viscoelastic phenomena. The theoretical material thus described will be called a perfect elastic fluid.
As will be made clear below, we incorporate into our theory the following notions 1 ° There exists locally a specific internal energy E and a specific entropy s.
2° There exists locally a non-negative quantity L having dimensions of entropy per unit mass, which vanishes at thermodynamic equilibrium. Indeed, local equilibrium at a point prevails if and only if L = 0 at that point.
3° In equilibrium a caloric equation of state of the form (2.1) holds. Whether or not local equilibrium t i n 1950, P. W. Bridgman publi shed a ver y perceptive article [3] in which he speculated on some of the pnlperlies whic h a non-equilibrium theory of thi s type would havf> to exhibit. We ha ve here a c.:on crett· example of such a theory which meets Bridgman's requirements. 
In developing our set of notions into a theory, we have the task of relating L and stress to other quantities." To this e nd, we now discuss some kinematics.
We use Cartesian te nsor notation, letting the point x be given by Cartesian coordinates Xi, i = 1,2,3. For a given motion, the position of a particle X at time t, x(t), can be expressed in terms of its position at time T, X(T), by a function
from which we may define the relative deformation gradients (2.8)
By a configuration, we simply mean an assignment of position Xi to each particle X.
The Cauchy-Green relative strain tensor Cij(t, T) is defined by (2.9) and the Green-St. Venant relative strain tensor is (2.10) For the matrix of Ekl(t, T) and Ckl(t, T) we write E(t, T) and C(t, T) respectively.
We return to the question of specifying L and stress away from local thermodynamic equilibrium, and proceed by assuming the existence of a function
which is defined for all t ~ 0 and depends on a strain E(g, T) only through where Ar = Al(~, T) , i = 1, 2, 3, are the principal values
We write (2.11) (2.12) these notations applying no matter what name is given to the arguments of S. Furthermore, we shall assume the existence of a material property br > 0, which scales time intervals in a manner to be made more precise in section 3 below. The quantity bT depends on absolute temperature T and has the value unity at a given reference temperature To. We now assert that the value of L at present time t depends upon the past history of deformation and temperature , through 4 where p=v-I is density, Ski is defined by (2.11) and p by (2.6).
(In (2.14), as subsequently, we do not mention explicitly that quantities such as (Tij, p, L, and Tare evaluated at present time t when the context makes this cleaT.)
We note that s + k may be eliminated between (2.5) and (2.6) to express p as a function of specific volume and local temperature, say
whence (2.14) becomes
The expression (2.14) bears a resemblance to the constitutive equation of an incompressible elastic fluid given by Bernstein, Kearsley, and Zapas, which is a corresponding isothermal incompressible theory. Indeed, for constant temperature f b7{~)d~=(t-T) br, in which case the stress is given by (2.14) as if eac h configuration that the material assumed in t.he past contributed to the stress as the preferred co nfiguration of an elastic material, each contribution being weighted according to the time elapsed, added up , and modified by the addition of an appropriate hydrostatic pressure.
Since the role that S plays is analogous to that of an elastic strain energy, it is reasonable to assume that
for all ~ ~ 0 and all values of E(t, T) for which S is defined, and that 
Our theory has been set up to be consistent with 1°, 2°, 3°, and 4°. To show that it is also consistent with 5°, we have but to establish that the integral terms in (2.14) vanish when local thermodynamic equilibrium prevails, i.e., when 1=0. But if k = 0, we see from (2.13), (2 .17), and br > 0, that
vanishes for all T :O;;; t. Thus, (2.19) assures us that Ski also vanishes for all T:O;;; t and hence, from (2.14), (Tij =-p8;j, which completes our argument that 5° holds.
In addition to (2.17) and (2 .18), we assume fading memory in the form
For an interpretation of the motivation for this assumption, let us consider the case in which temperature, and hence br , is constant, so that
is proportional to the time interval between t and T. Consider, then, a given value of relative strain E, and consider the contribution to the internal energy which arises if the relative strain computed from the configurations at present time t and past time T takes this given value. Then, in view of (2.4) and (2.13), (2.21) 
If up to and including present time the material has been motionless, or even just undeformed, i.e., Appendix A is devoted to the proof of this statement. Example: For an ideal gas
E(t,
where D> 0, y > 1 and Cv > ° are constants. Generalizing this equation slightly to allow a different de· pendence of E on volume, we may consider
where Y(v) is some given function of v . Starting with (2.22) in place of (2.1), we may form an elastic fluid for which (2.4) becomes
where ~ is given by an expression of the form (2.13). Then from (2.23) and (2.5) we obtain as a standard or laboratory clock, which is not temperature sensitive.
If at time t = 0, the temperature sensitive material clock reads 80 , then at time t it reads 8(t) given by
At a constant temperature T, the material clock will advance
when the laboratory clock advances t -7. At reference temperature To the material clock and the laboratory clock run at the same rat e, so that bT = 1 and
8(t)-8(7)=t-r.
Looking at (2.15) now, we see that p does not depend explicitly on the past history of d eformation and te mperature, but only on the present value of temperature and specific volume . Using (2.14) we see then, that
[O"ij + POij] / pI' depend s entirely on the histories of the temperature and the strain relative to the present configuration. The concept of time-temperature superposition commonly used in linear viscoelasticity [4] can be s tated in terms of these ideas as follows:
Suppose that x = f(i, X) is a motion occurring at reference temperature To with corresponding specific volume vet, X) and stress O"iit, X ) (where X is a particle label). If this motion is replaced by x = f(bTt, X) at constant temperature T, with corresponding specific volume vet, X) = v(bTt, X) and corresponding density pet, X) = p(bTt, X), then the corresponding stress frij(t, X) will satisfy 
A perfect elastic fluid for whic h (2.23) holds may be called an ideal elastic fluid.
Time-Temperature Superposition
The idea of time· temperature superposition which we introduce is based on the notion of a clock belonging to each particle of the material. Our assumption is that the material reads its own clock, which is temperature sensitive and runs at a rate bT as fast
It is a simple matter to generalize this statement to apply to situations in which the temperature varies with time. We replace each time increment dT by bT(7)d7 and restate the ' principle as follows: Let x = f (t, X) be a given motion occurring at reference temperature To and corresponding specific volume vet) with stress O"ij(t, X). Suppo_ se that X: = f(8(t), X), with corresponding specific volume {iCt, X) = v(e(t ), X) and corresponding density pet, X) = p(e(t), X) is a motion occurring at (possibly varying) temperature T(t) with corresponding bT(t), so that e(t) is given by (3 .1). Let frij(t, X) be the stress corresponding to the second motio· n. Then
This is our principle of time-temperature superposition.
It is , of course, an assumption subject to experimental verifi cation. To phrase our principle in a less precise but more intuitive way, suppose an observer sees a motion at te mperature To. Suppose , then, that at te mperature T(t) the ob server, reading only the temperature s ensitive clock, appears to s ee the same motion again. Then he will appear to see the s ame his tory of
It is now our job to establi sh th a t a perfect elastic fl ui d is consistent with t hi s prin ciple . To this end, con sider the motion x = f(t , X) at tern perature To.
The n (3.5) where
1Tij[Xkl(t, T), t-T]=Xik(t, T)Xjl(t, T)S ,a[E(t, T), t-T]
(3.6) and we have dropped explicit mention of the particle X.
If for the motion x(t) = f(t, X) we write for (2.7)
we shall get for the motion 
(3.9) F rom (3.1) (3.10)
Putting (3 .7) and (3. 10) into (3.9) yields whic h, in view of (3.6), is exac tly what (2.1 4) gives fo r (Tij. Thus the perfect elastic fluid is consiste nt with our principle of time-te mperature superposition.
The First Law of Thermodynamics
To write down the fi rs t law of thermodynamics it is convenient to distin guis h two kinds of derivatives. T he material derivative of a q ua ntity cp will be written as <p or ~~. If we consider cp as a function of time and particle label (Lagrangian coordinates), the material derivative of cp is defi ned by
The particle velocity v is given, for example, by Vk=Xk. The spatiaL derivatives of a quantity cp will be written CP.l,. If we consider cp as a function of time and position (Eulerian coordinates), the spatial derivatives of cp are defined by a Cp,h' =-a cp(t, x).
XI.'

Conservation of mass, in the form of the equation of continuity, is written
P+pVk,k=O
Xkl(t, T)=XhA8(t), 8(T)].
(3.7) or, in terms of specific volume Now (3.4) and (3.5) yield, We write the first law of thermodynamics, which expresses conservatio n of energy, in the form
(jiit) + p(t) _ (Yu(8(t)) + p (8(t)) p(t)T(t) -p(8(t» To
where q is the heat flux vector. Now material differentiation of (2.4) yields, with the aid of (2.5) and (2.6) E=-pv+Ts+Ti. (4.3) Differentiation of (2.13) yields
Now from (2.9) and (2.10)
Ek/ = .! [aVi(t) ax/t) + aXi(t) aVi(t) 1 2 aXk(T) aXt(T) dXk(T) dX/(T)J = .!v . [dxi t ) ax/t) + dXi(t) aXj(t)] (4.5)
I.) aXk(T) aXt(r) dXk(r) axb) ,
where, of course, Vi ,j = aVi(t)/aXj(t) may be expressed in terms of t and x(t) alone. Noting that, by virtue of (2.18), the first term on the right hand side of (4.4) vanishes, we obtain from (4.3), making use of (4.1), (4.4) , and (4.5),
pE=-pvd5u+pTs + pTVi,j f ",Xik(t, r)xjt(t, T)Skt [ E(t, r), f br(g)dg] bT(T) dr + pTbT(t) r",St [E(t, T), f b,,(g)dg ] br(T)dT. (4.6)
Using (2.14), we get for (4.6)
Insertion of (4.7) into the first law of thermodynamics (4.2) yields
In the next section we shall show a very important consequence of this equation.
The Second Law of Thermodynamics
The law that heat flows against the temperature gradient reads
Coupled with the fact that bT > 0, (2.21) Suppose that from some time tl onward the material is held at constant deformation, and that the temperature is also maintained constant from tJ onwards. Then, as can be seen from appendix A, the value of local entropy s will tend towards its equilibrium value h(v, T) in a monotonically increasing manner. Further, (5.3) tells us that s + L remains constant during this process, ~ny decrease in L being exactly equal to an lncrease illS.
Let us compare the values of local entropy for two cases~ one in which local equilibrium prevails (~= 0) and another in which it does not prevail (~ > 0). Then if the values of specific volume and temperature are the same in both cases, we shall find that the entropy is less in the latter case than in the former. In particular, at given v and T, the presence of shear stresses indicates that the entropy is strictly less than it would be at equilibrium.
Example: For an ideal elastic fluid (2.23), we get for (5.4)
6. Temperature and Energy of Stretching Moreo ver u,"!d er these c irc um stances, as we have jus t argued , T ~ 0, wh ence Combining (2.4) and (5.3) yield s
where a is appropriately defin ed. Thu s the sp ecific inte rn al energy may b e expressed as a fun c tion of specifi c volume and local temperature. This relation hold s w he ther or not loc al th ermodynami c equilibriu m prevails.
We defin e C/1 by aa C/1 == -aT so that from (6 .1), (6.2), and (4.2) one has aa . .
P -v+pC,T=(J"v' '-q" av
which, in view of (4.1), co uld also be written
Now suppose that heat is flowing but no deformation is occurring so that the symmetric part of Vi,j vanishes, i.e., Vi.j+Vj,i=O. Then (6.4) becomes pC/1T=-qi.i.
Thus C /1 is the specific heat capacity at constant de/ormation and we feel quite justified in assuming
On the other hand, suppose that the material is adiabatically undergoing isochoric deformation (sometimes caned a shearing motion). Then (6.3) becomes whence we deduce that in an adiabatic isochoric motion the temperature is rising or falling depending respectively on whether work is being done on or by the material.
During an adiabatic deformation the specific work done is equal to the change in specific internal energy as implied by (4_2). Thus an upper bound on the specific amount of work which can be taken out of the material adiabatically is given by E provided that zero is a lower bound on E . Furthermore, when the material is giving up work adiabatically and isochorically, so that qi, i = 0, V = 0, (JijVi , j < 0, then by D(T"i) .
From this and IT ~ ° it foll ows th a t IT form s a n upp er bound on the amount of specific work t ha t may be extracted from the material in recove ri ng ad iaba tically and isochorically.
The specific H elmholtz free en ergy, F, may be defined by F== E-Ts _ From (6.1), (5 .4), an d (6.5), we get
F=<I>(v, T)+T"i. where
It is clear from (6.6) that for given temperature and specific volu me, or alternatively for given temperature and configuration, F takes its minimum w hen local thermodynamic equilibrium prevails. Also, from appe ndix A, we see that for constant configuration and temperature, F will tend monotonicall y to its equilibri um value.
From (6.5), (4.2), and (5.2)
Thus, if <I>(v, T) has a lower bound for each T when p ~ 0, then the difference between F and this lower bound constitutes an upper bound on the specific amount of work which may be recovered isothermally from the material. In any case, (6.6) and (6.7) tell us that IT gives an upper bound on the specific amount of work that may be recovered isochorically and isothermally from the material. If the material is deformed from equilibrium and then allowed to come back to its initial temperature and volume while still in shear, (6.1) tells us that there is no net change in internal energy, and thus, from (4.2), the work done on the material has all been converted into heat, which has been given off to the surroundings. If work is now extracted from the material, and then the material is allowed to return to its original volume and temperature, we similarly see that the material has effectively removed heat from its surroundings and converted it into work. When stresses relax to zero isothermally with no motion of the material, no energy changes or conversions take place. Rather, the material loses its potential to convert heat into work while in contact with isothermal surroundings. The loss of this ability can leave a net increase in the amount of heat that has flowed into the surround ings, giving rise to viscous heat production. Thus, in this theory, elastic behavior an d viscous heat production are inti mately related in contrast to their frequent introduction as separate p hen omena [6] .
Thus for this fluid
and we see that the heat capacity at cons tant deformation is constant. Indeed, it is a simple exercise to establish that the most general p erfect elastic fluid having constant Ca is (6.10) where Y > 0 and t/J are functions of v and C" > 0 is a constant. For (6.10), we also have (6.9) . For (2.23) we get from (2.24) and (4.2)
whence we see that the temperature will be rising or falling when adiabatic work is done on or by the material respectively. And this will hold whether or not volume changes are occurring. For (2.23), (6.6) becomes
and thus, in light of (2. 
Viscosity-Temperature Relations
The motion The zero shear viscosity YJo is defined by whence, from (7.5)
Thus, from (7.5) and (7.6) .7) i. e., YJ/YJo is a function of aTY aLone. Now from (7.6) YJo aT= pTH '(O) whence, eliminating aT in (7.7) yields
YJ _H(YJoy/pTH'(O))
YJoYJoy/pT (7.8) where L is an appropriately defined function. Equation (7.8) is in agreement with experimental data reported by F. Bueche [7] .
Infinitesimal Strain
Let us expand 5 in powers of
where cp and I/J are appropriate func tions. Thus (8. 3) to first order in Ekl .
In appe ndix B, we show that for infinitesimal strain , with s mall displacement net) from an undeformed configuration, we may take (8. 4) wh ere Assume now that the undeformed configuration is in equilibrium a t temperature T and ambient pressure Po with specific volume Vo = v(po, T ) and density Po = P(Po, 1'). Standard infinitesimal strain analysis yields Us ing (2 .15), le t
where Then, to first order in v 1')=Po+---(v-vo -PO+K(PO , 1') 
where tre = ekk. If we separate the s tress and strai n· into pressure parts, tHI = CIkk, tre , and s hear parts, cIij = CIij -i Oij tnT , eij = eij -! Oijtre, we get
where
and where 
III
In the first integral of (8.11) we make the change of variable
In changing variables, we have used the assumption that br(Q is bounded away from zero so that ~(t, -00) is infinite. Then (8.12) follows upon observing that C(oo) is zero. Similarly we get from (8.10) 
K(PO, T)=-f3 (tvoT) CvT,
where f3 is an appropriately defined function.
From this we see that the infinitesimal stress·strain relations for an ideal elastic fluid are given when the three functions C, K, f3 , and the constant Cv are speci· fied. The relation for the pressure component specializes for an ideal elastic fluid from (8.13) to
Discussion
In our presentation of the theory of perfect elastic fluids, we have concentrated on the mathematical consistency of the formulation, and have tried to keep our theory as simple as possible. Without essential changes in the theory, one could set I equal to a sum of terms, each similar to the right hand side of (2 .13), but each involving a differe nt bT , or one could let bT depend upon specific volume v as well as temperature. Numerous other modifications are also possible. We feel that further investigation is needed before deciding whether such modifications are necessary to make our theory describe real materials.
At present it appears to us that our simple formulation can describe elastomers in what rheologists call the rubb ery and flow regions. The applicability of the present formulation to the glassy region cannot be decided without further investigation.
Finally we should emphasize that a principal feature of this paper is its new approach to non-equilibrium thermodynamics_ It is not a theory of perturbation about equilibrium. Nor need there exist an equilibrium path between two given equilibrium states. We feel that the essence of this approach should be applicable to any thermodynamic process.
Because of conve rgence of th e improp e r integral (A.l) for t=t" there exists a t2 < t, such that (A.2) and because of (2.21) this must also hold for t ~ t,.
Digress now to consider a motion involving only a single step deformation at t = 0, such that T = To. 
Appendix B
W e disc uss here in a non-rigorous mann er the r eo duction of finite strain quantities to th eir infinitesimal strain counterparts. We suppose that a particle is displaced from its initial position X i at tim e t by ult, X). Thus the position of the particle X at tim e t, namely x;(t) is given by Xi(t) = Xi + Ui(t, X) (B.l) whence Xi(t)=Xi (7) to firs t ord er. In serting (B .5) into (2 .9-10) a nd re tammg o nly firs t ord e r terms in th e deri vatives of displace ment yield s to first order , where e ij is defined by (8 .5).
